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I. Introduction
{1} In November of 1996, the District Court of Eastern Pennsylvania allowed America Online to prohibit a
business from using the Internet for sending bulk, unsolicited electronic mail.[1] The decision highlighted
some intriguing issues related to how the Internet interacts with the current legal framework and how legal
standards that have adequately encompassed most business uses for emerging technologies are not a perfect
fit for issues related to the Internet. This article will focus on the current struggle to fit the Internet into some
type of existing legal framework, especially with respect to Internet business uses. It will focus primarily on
the problem of bulk, unsolicited business advertising. The article will advise that the Internet's unique
character requires that the Internet be left to formulate its own policies with minimal legislation imposed on
it, but also allow for private companies providing Internet access to restrict some uses so that the emerging
etiquette on the Internet will be preserved and not require legislative scrutiny.
 
II.  The Internet and Advertising
{2} The Internet is the most unique form of communication in existence because its potential is almost
unlimited.[2] The Internet can act as a telephone with an immediate exchange or as a medium enabling a user
to send written letters and messages via e-mail. The Internet also may be a newspaper, an encyclopedia, a
travel guide, a shopping center or even an entire library. Potentially, there is "real time"[3] visual
communication and viewing of previously recorded "moving video images"[4] available on the Internet.
{3} The Internet has more potential business uses than any other medium of communication because of its
infinite possibilities.[5] Web sites, which are information access sites on the Internet, are often set up to
advertise a product or to promote a business.[6] Not only might a flashy web site catch the attention of a
potential consumer, but links to other web sites might give that consumer an additional hook and keep the
consumer interested in that business by providing comprehensive industry information.[7] These Internet
sites are beneficial to new and existing businesses because they provide "another medium in which [the
business] could create a dialogue with [its] customers."[8]
{4} Many web sites are more than information pages by promoting business among its customers and
potential customers. Many online catalogs enable consumers to buy while logged onto the computer without
having to go to a store, get cash, or write a check.[9] Purchases may be accomplished electronically without
any true physical exchange or presence.[10]
{5} The problem with web sites is that the user needs to be able to find them in order to use them.[11] As an
analogy, a web site is much like the address of a store. If someone does not know where a store is, he or she
cannot go shopping there, and finding a particular store might be a fortuitous piece of luck. Fortuitous
discovery of an Internet location is accomplished by Internet "browsing" or "surfing."[12] An entire industry
has taken advantage of the need to be able to locate sites on the Internet and companies have developed and
continued to modify Internet "search engines."[13] These search engines, however, are only a more
sophisticated way of browsing and generally lead the computer user to a variety of related sites rather than
just one.[14]
{6} Prior to the development of the electronic marketplace, successful businesses overcame the problem of
having consumers find their location by advertising, usually by paper medium or, more recently, by television
advertising.[15] Where local advertising is concerned, the business might run an ad in newspapers, the yellow
pages, or mail flyers to homes. The store might include colorful pictures of its sale items, give its hours of
business and, at the very least, let the prospective buyer know where the store is located.
{7} Internet web sites are, in some respects, intended to accomplish what traditional advertising
accomplishes, but they are useless if they are not seen.[16] Some businesses that have web sites often include
the location of the site in their traditional media ads or advertise by some other means.[17] Absent some
degree of traditional advertising, making the location of a particular web site known is difficult.[18] If a web
site can only be found by way of a random search or "surf," the business' efforts at Internet advertising might
not be worth the trouble.[19]
{8} A way to eliminate a "random chance" shopper has been to go directly to the potential consumer through
unsolicited e-mail. Unsolicited e-mail, in many respects, is similar to telephone soliciting and advertising by
regular "junk" mail. An unsolicited e-mail informs the recipient of whatever the sender wants the recipient to
know, and the person receiving it either investigates further or disregards the message. The unsolicited e-mail
may be for the purpose of informing the receiver of where a web site is located, or may simply be an
advertisement for a particular product with information about where to purchase that product. The ad does
not necessarily have to be for Internet related services.[20]
{9} The problem with unsolicited commercial e-mail, at least for the recipient, is that if it is truly unwanted,
it can be annoying and costly.[21] While many people complain about regular junk mail, it not only can be
thrown out en masse, but it is somewhat limited in volume by the fact that the sender must still pay postage to
get it to the consumer.[22] That means the advertiser must weigh the costs and benefits of sending out this
mail and may ultimately decide that the return is not worth the postage spent and stop the advertising.[23]
Similarly, telemarketers may be hung up on or be faced with an answering machine.[24] The cost of paying
the callers may wind up being more than the profits derived through the scheme.
{10} The Internet, however, is somewhat different. E-mail may be sent to theoretically millions of people,
anywhere, anytime, at the same time, within seconds.[25] There is no cost for postage, and no wages or
potential benefits to be paid to multiple employees placing phone calls. E-mail costs about a tenth of what it
would cost to send advertising by traditional mail.[26] Economically, it would seem that there is more reason
to attempt the electronic scheme rather than the ordinary media of advertising.[27]
{11} Similar to dealing with telemarketers and paper junk mail, the e-mail recipient has various measures of
self-defense or self-help. Computer users may have a "filter" that will turn back unsolicited e-mail.[28] They
may simply delete messages from a list before reading them, or they may actually view the message but
quickly delete it if uninterested. Although these measures might be comparable to tossing unopened mail or
hanging up on the telemarketer, they still require some effort. Moreover, since sending e-mail is so quick,
cheap, and far-reaching, businesses engaging in the practice often believe they can afford to be an annoyance
to some.[29] Because the cost is so minimal, there is much more incentive for businesses to engage in the
practice without being dissuaded by any repercussions from users.[30] Consequently, there could be
thousands of companies a day risking "annoyance" as opposed to, for example, three or four telemarketers
that call up during dinner hour.
{12} The prospect of sifting through a thousand unwanted pieces of correspondence a day portrays an easy
enough picture to comprehend. Such a scene in tangible media would translate into phones that never stop
ringing, a perpetual mail delivery system, and a world without trees. The physical act of dealing with
unsolicited correspondences would take huge amounts of time, even if the correspondences were discarded
without having been read.
{13} The time element is only one of the factors that makes unsolicited e-mail not only annoying, but costly
in terms of resources. If a person does not have a filter, or if an e-mail solicitor has found a way to circumvent
this filter, the e-mail recipient must deal with the mailings. Dealing with them takes time for which the user
might be paying, and the physical space the messages take up may slow down a system or otherwise consume
space that might be needed for more important processing tasks.[31] In this respect, the recipient of
unsolicited e-mail messages is actually paying a part of the cost for what he or she does not want, either
monetarily or in other resources.[32] This would be tantamount to the telemarketer calling collect or the
"junk" mail arriving postage due.
 
III. The Case of Cyber Promotions
{14} Unsolicited commercial e-mail is undesired by the Internet community.[33] Dealing with unsolicited e-
mail has been labeled as one of the major problems with having an Internet e-mail address.[34] In response to
receiving bulk, unsolicited e-mail, there have been various reprisals when "flaming" e-mail, or return e-mail,
bombards the system of the "offender."[35] The reprisal results in the sender's own system being slowed or
shut down because of the volume of incoming messages. Cyber Promotions, Inc. v. America Online, Inc.[36]
involved such a situation.[37]
{15} Cyber II highlights conflicting ideals of permissible Internet usage for business purposes. It also
illustrates what the users, as "self-policers" of the Internet, could and should do to preserve the autonomy of
the Internet system.[38] The Cyber Promotions cases arose as a dispute between America Online, an Internet
access provider, and Cyber, a company paid by other companies to do advertising on the Internet.[39] Cyber
used access to the Internet to send unsolicited commercial e-mail to America Online subscribers. The
company sent an average of one million messages a day through the America Online system to various
America Online subscribers.[40]
{16} America Online considered Cyber's actions to be an undesirable use of their service; therefore, the
system "bombed" Cyber Promotions with their own unsolicited e-mail.[41] As part of the "bombing",
messages addressed to noncurrent addresses were "bounced back" to Cyber's system.[42] The result was that
Cyber's own access provider was disabled because of the volume of incoming messages. Cyber sued America
Online in order to enjoin them from the "bombing." Once litigation began, Cyber also advanced an argument
that America Online should be prohibited from enabling its subscribers to refuse unwanted commercial e-
mail through a menu mechanism provided by America Online.[43]
{17} Even though Cyber Promotions reserved the right to advance alternate theories of the case in the future,
[44] Cyber's original argument was that it had a First Amendment right to send unsolicited e-mail. Cyber later
argued that it was unfair competition to block the receipt of those transmissions by virtue of a device that
enabled subscribers to refuse the unsolicited e-mail.[45] Without addressing the merits of the First
Amendment argument, the District Court determined that America Online was not a state actor for purposes
of constitutional scrutiny.[46] The court later determined that Cyber's unfair competition claim was without
merit.[47]
{18} In Cyber I, resolving the First Amendment issue hinged on identifying the parties and characterizing
their relation to the alleged constitutional deprivation. The resolution of legal issues raised by this
characterization must occur prior to the application of any criteria respecting litigation involving the Internet
as a major player. The Internet is neither a thing nor a place, but a network of circuitry that makes tangible
presence something between "virtual" and omnipresent.[48] Although it is international in scope, it is not a
place or thing capable of actions for purposes of asserting state action within the jurisdiction of the United
States. As a consequence, any "actor," in Internet litigation of this sort, would have to be an entity that
provided Internet access. Since these entities are private companies, any plaintiff asserting state action would
have to link a private company's actions to unconstitutionally controlling something public in scope.
{19} Cyber made the previous argument. Cyber argued, but the court did not accept, that America Online
engaged in the conduct of and had the character of a state actor.[49] In attempting to make an analogy to a
"company town" found to be a state actor in the Supreme Court case of Marsh v. Alabama,[50] Cyber
unsuccessfully argued that Internet e-mail through America Online gave the appearance of being state actor
oriented. Cyber argued that e-mail provided access to a public forum and America Online, as a conduit to the
public forum, performed a public service.[51] Cyber contended this role as a conduit raised America Online
to the level of a state actor.
{20} Like most Internet access providers, America Online is a private company. The only avenue a company
such as Cyber would have to assert freedom of speech would be to prove the private entity was a state actor.
Since the access providers have little to do with the federal government and there is not one exclusive
provider that has a monopoly on Internet access, proving that a private entity was a state actor would be
virtually impossible.[52] Moreover, since the subscribers themselves have a choice as to whether they would
like to receive "junk mail," it does not make sense that an access provider could be accused of restricting
speech.
{21} Part of Cyber's argument was that subscribers to America Online were conspiratorially helping violate
Cyber's rights by choosing the option to reject receiving unsolicited commercial e-mail. Even though this
argument was made as an unfair trade accusation against America Online,[53] it is intertwined with the First
Amendment issue because speech was allegedly being restricted. Cyber's argument is novel and cannot even
be tied to precedent dealing with free speech issues regarding traditional advertising media. Forcing people to
be subject to unwanted commercial e-mail would be similar to being forced to listen to a telemarketer or
being forced to, in some way, acknowledge the "junk" mail arriving each day.[54]
 
IV. Regulation and the Internet
{22} Since its inception, the Internet has always raised various concerns about what could and should be
regulated.[55] While all other forms of media deal with some type of regulation, the Internet is still enjoying
its unregulated status.[56] This is true, in many respects, because of its unique property as a "shared resource"
without an owner.[57] As an international network of wires, the Internet need not deal with licensing
requirements that necessitated government involvement in other areas.[58]
{23} While television and radio stations have been regulated for efficiency and pragmatic management, the
Internet neither has the same physical properties nor limitations of these media. Not only does this eliminate
the necessity for a government nexus, but government monitoring of any regulation would be difficult given
the fluidity of the Internet.[59] As stated by the United States Internet Council in its Statement of Principles:
The Internet has flourished due in large part to the unregulated environment in which it has
developed and grown. Voluntary codes of conduct, industry-driven standards, individual
empowerment, technological innovation and a market environment generally promise greater
future success than does intrusive governmental regulation.[60]
Currently, most Internet access providers monitor what is being disseminated within their subscriber group,
particularly in the "chat rooms."[61] Some Internet access providers, such as America Online, give parents
the ability to block access to materials regarded as unsuitable for children.[62] These functions replace what
the government might proscribe by statute and, arguably, are done much better by the individual access
providers than by the federal government.[63]
{24} With private Internet access providers dictating rate and monitoring substance to a certain extent, the
individual user or consumer can choose his or her access company depending on what is being offered and/or
restricted. When one company proves unsuitable, the subscriber is free to choose another. The marketplace
still rules and there need not be any central regulation of the Internet itself. As a self-policing entity, however,
the Internet must still yield to many traditional standards that have dictated how other traditional media have
done business. Freedom of speech might allow for what others regard as obscene, but in some realms of
business, inappropriate obscenity is not a marketable characteristic.[64]
{25} Additionally, there is a certain amount of business etiquette involved in all capital ventures, and some of
these reach the standard of being legally enforceable for pragmatic reasons.[65] The Internet is still in its
infancy regarding what should be its own etiquette and what effect traditional legal concepts should have on
the way it conducts itself. In fact, it is the conflict between self-governance and regulation that enabled Cyber
to make the argument that the First Amendment protected the sending of bulk, unsolicited electronic mail.
[66]
{26} The interplay between self-policing and traditional legal standards are at issue in other facets of Internet
organization. One such facet is in the case of domain registration. Web sites do not appear on the Internet
without some form of centralized organization.[67] Before a web site is constructed on the Internet, the
individual or business wanting to have a web site must register a specific name that is assigned to a specific
"domain."[68] Domain registration, like Internet access, is provided by a private company, Network
Solutions, Inc. (NSI).[69]
{27} Internet domain agreements include restrictive criteria that would warrant a termination of the
agreement in some circumstances, usually when the domain name is intended for an illegal use.[70] Although
Internet domain agreements do not include revocation for sending bulk unsolicited e-mail, it is arguable that
NSI could revoke a domain name and, consequently, eliminate a web site for breach of what might be
regarded as an implied term for use of the Internet. If this is a legally valid and enforceable term, it is only
because of traditionally applied contract principles derived by way of considering circumstances not remotely
like the Internet.[71]
 
V. (N)etiquette vs. Customs and Standards
{28} Customs and standards of an industry are those practices so well-known that those dealing within that
industry are presumed to know those customs, contract with respect to them, and recognize the threat of
liability for their breach.[72] Generally, customs become legally enforceable practices by virtue of time and
adherence to them. These customs tend to be enforced against businesses who have dealings with one another
and are presumed to know about particular customs.[73]
{29} The Internet is a relatively new creation and its general use has begun to blossom within the last few
years. It would be difficult for any legal scholar of contracts to pinpoint exactly what Internet custom and
usage might be or against whom it might be enforced. Yet, there is an etiquette associated with the Internet,
which is similar to the etiquette associated with things people do in their everyday lives.[74] Many of these
matters are common sense or politeness; others are the socialization of society.[75] Many times, people who
commit a social infraction do not do it again because the "self-policing" society makes known the breach of
etiquette.
{30} Some matters of etiquette rise to the level of an enforceable law either because the etiquette was ignored
or because something acceptable became burdensome when too many people took advantage of the etiquette
in order to perpetuate a business scheme.[76] While not illegal, many things, especially in business, are
annoying, harassing and on the cutting edge of fraud.[77]
{31} Innovations in communications technology have elevated what otherwise might be common sense to
the level of enforceable customs and standards. Taking the "threatening call/threatening letter" out of the
picture, there is still the issue of what legally enforceable standards might be imposed on commercial
enterprises that use the phone or mail to further business. Each new "scheme" generates legislation to
eliminate the potential for fraud.[78] Concomitantly, each new piece of legislation generates an effort to
circumvent the law, perhaps by mixing the legitimate with the illegitimate.[79]
{32} The Internet is at the crossroads of regulation. Because of the physical properties of computers and the
mechanism of phone lines, the Internet has a great potential for mischief, commercial and otherwise.[80]
Virtually any Internet user has the capacity of slowing down, shutting down, or even sabotaging another
person's system by sending bulk e-mail or transmitting viruses. If businesses used the Internet for advertising
without restraint, there is the potential that the system could be slowed internationally. A slow down of the
system would defeat one of the main commercial advantages of the Internet - its speed. If this were to
happen, a need for both national and international legislation inevitably would arise and impose standards
upon Internet users who are unable to impose self-regulation.
{33} In view of this legislative possibility, a good argument exists that the Internet, although new, already has
adopted a custom that prohibits the sending of unsolicited e-mail in bulk. Conceivably, this custom could be
enforced by users without threat of legal reprisal. This particular custom would present an interesting use of
legal standards without legislation, but an acceptable compromise nonetheless.
{34} It would not be unheard of to declare that the Internet, despite it being relatively new technology, has a
legally enforceable custom and standard. All technologies are new at some point and each develops an
etiquette fairly quickly. Rules of the road did not predate the invention of cars; however, once produced, it
quickly became obvious that there had to be some semblance of organization for practical reasons. Another
twentieth century invention - telephones - developed an etiquette that one should not listen in on a "party
line" or take up an inordinate amount of time talking when others were waiting to use the phone.[81]
Additionally, shortwave and citizen band radios have an etiquette regarding length of time spent conversing
and the channels on which people should converse.[82]
{35} In many cases, customs and etiquette of an industry or technology ensure that the industry thrives. If the
customs are not observed, there is a potential threat that the technology will become useless, or at least
useless for the task for which it was meant to enhance. This is especially true of the Internet which, arguably,
is technologically superior to any other mode of communication developed. The Internet, however, for all of
its technological superiority, encapsulates a self-destruct mechanism that enables ordinary users to breach
protocol and effectuate debilitating effects on the entire system.[83]
{36} Curbing the transmission of unsolicited commercial e-mail, whether by self-help or imposed
contractually by private online access companies will preserve the integrity of the Internet. The efforts of
businesses in asserting an enforceable right to send these bulk messages would not only be self-defeating for
their marketing efforts, but will likely result in regulation that might impose more restrictions than e-mail
advertisers would have liked.[84]
 
VI. Conclusion
{37} The Internet is a rare entity that is not entirely conducive to the application of traditional laws, but its
standards must be viewed with an eye on the imposed legal standards governing previous technological
achievements. If the pragmatic reasons for these previous regulations are looked at in conjunction with the
nature of the Internet and where it is going, then perhaps governmental regulation of the Internet will not be
inevitable. There must be a compromise between imposing some standards and not imposing a centralized
structure upon the Internet. Only with this compromise can the Internet continue to enjoy its unique status as
the paradigm technology for information access.
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